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Abstract 30 

Background 31 

Genomic surveillance has shaped our understanding of SARS-CoV-2 variants, which have 32 

proliferated globally in 2021. Characterizing global genomic surveillance, sequencing coverage, the 33 

extent of publicly available genomic data coupled with traditional epidemiologic data can provide 34 

evidence to inform SARS-CoV-2 surveillance and control strategies. 35 

 36 

Methods 37 

We collected country-specific data on SARS-CoV-2 genomic surveillance, sequencing capabilities, 38 

public genomic data, and aggregated publicly available variant data. We divided countries into three 39 

levels of genomic surveillance and sequencing availability based on predefined criteria. We 40 

downloaded the merged and deduplicated SARS-CoV-2 sequences from multiple public repositories, 41 

and used different proxies to estimate the sequencing coverage and public availability extent of 42 

genomic data, in addition to describing the global dissemination of variants. 43 

 44 

Findings 45 

Since the start of 2021, the COVID-19 global epidemic clearly featured increasing circulation of 46 

Alpha, which was rapidly replaced by the Delta variant starting around May 2021 and reaching a 47 

global prevalence of 96.6% at the end of July 2021. SARS-CoV-2 genomic surveillance and 48 

sequencing availability varied markedly across countries, with 63 countries performing routine 49 

genomic surveillance and 79 countries with high availability of SARS-CoV-2 sequencing. Less than 50 

3.5% of confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infections were sequenced globally since September 2020, with the 51 

lowest sequencing coverage in the WHO regions of Eastern Mediterranean, South East Asia, and 52 

Africa. Across different variants, 28-52% of countries with explicit reporting on variants shared less 53 

than half of their variant sequences in public repositories. More than 60% of demographic and 95% of 54 

clinical data were absent in GISAID metadata accompanying sequences.  55 

 56 

Interpretation 57 

Our findings indicated an urgent need to expand sequencing capacity of virus isolates, enhance the 58 

sharing of sequences, the standardization of metadata files, and supportive networks for countries 59 

with no sequencing capability.  60 

 61 
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Research in context 68 

Evidence before this study 69 

On September 3, 2021, we searched PubMed for articles in any language published after January 1, 70 

2020, using the following search terms: (“COVID-19” OR “SARS-CoV-2”) AND (“Global” OR 71 

“Region”) AND (“genomic surveillance” OR “sequencing” OR “spread”). Among 43 papers 72 

identified, few papers discussed the global diversity in genomic surveillance, sequencing, public 73 

availability of genomic data, as well as the global spread of SARS-CoV-2 variants. A paper from 74 

Furuse employed the publicly GISAID data to evaluate the SARS-CoV-2 sequencing effort by 75 

country from the perspectives of "fraction", "timeliness", and "openness". Another viewpoint paper by 76 

Case Western Reserve University’s team discussed the impediments of genomic surveillance in 77 

several countries during the COVID-19 pandemic. The paper as reported by Campbell and colleagues 78 

used the GISAID data to present the global spread and estimated transmissibility of recently emerged 79 

SARS-CoV-2 variants. We also found several studies that reported the country-level genomic 80 

surveillance and spread of variants. To our knowledge, no research has quantitatively depicted the 81 

global SARS-CoV-2 genomic surveillance, sequencing ability, and public availability extent of 82 

genomic data. 83 

 84 

Added value of this study 85 

This study collected country-specific data on SARS-CoV-2 genomic surveillance, sequencing 86 

capabilities, public genomic data, and aggregated publicly available variant data as of 20 August 2021. 87 

We found that genomic surveillance strategies and sequencing availability is globally diverse. Less 88 

than 3.5% of confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infections were sequenced globally since September 2020. Our 89 

analysis of publicly deposited SARS-CoV-2 sequences and officially reported number of variants 90 

implied that the public availability extent of genomic data is low in some countries, and more than 60% 91 

of demographic and 95% of clinical data were absent in GISAID metadata accompanying sequences. 92 

We also described the pandemic dynamics shaped by VOCs. 93 

 94 

Implications of all the available evidence 95 

Our study provides a landscape for global sequencing coverage and public availability extent of 96 

sequences, as well as the evidence for rapid spread of SRAS-CoV-2 variants. The pervasive spread of 97 

Alpha and Delta variants further highlights the threat of SARS-CoV-2 mutations despite the 98 

availability of vaccines in many countries. It raised an urgent need to do more work on defining the 99 

ideal sampling schemes for different purposes (e.g., identifying new variants) with an additional call 100 

to share these data in public repositories to allow for further rapid scientific discovery. 101 
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Introduction 102 

Following the first pandemic wave of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), the emergence and 103 

dissemination of SARS-CoV-2 variants have resulted in new waves of infections across the globe in 104 

2021. Some SARS-CoV-2 variants disappeared immediately, while others characterized by several 105 

key mutations adapted well, enabling their rapid spread1. WHO has designated four Variants of 106 

Concern (VOCs) associated with increased transmissibility and various extents of immune escape2-4, 107 

namely the Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and Delta variants, first detected in the UK, South Africa, Brazil, 108 

and India, respectively5. Specifically, the Delta variant is highly transmissible, with an estimated 109 

transmissibility increase of 40-60% compared with Alpha variant6-9, while the Beta variant has been 110 

shown to have the highest reduction in neutralization activity whether from natural infection or 111 

vaccination10, both reflected in lower vaccine efficacy or effectiveness11-13.  112 

 113 

The identification and classification of SARS-CoV-2 variants mainly relied on partial or whole 114 

genome sequencing, although PCR assays have been used to identify specific features relatively 115 

unique in specific variants, like spike gene target failure (SGTF)14. Since the first SARS-CoV-2 116 

sequence was published in January 202015, the unprecedented rate of genome data generation was far 117 

greater than any other pathogen16, with 3.1 million genomes deposited in Global Initiative on Sharing 118 

All Influenza Data (GISAID) through August 202117. Genomic data has been vital to the early 119 

detection of mutations and monitoring of virus evolution, as well as evaluating the degree of 120 

similarities between circulating variants with vaccine strains, especially since the availability of 121 

SARS-CoV-2 vaccines18.  122 

 123 

Several studies have employed genomic data to examine the evolution and associated spread of 124 

dominant variants in one country or one region, raising a claim of the rapidity of local transmission of 125 

SARS-CoV-2 variants and urgency of genomic surveillance6,19-21. However, the lack of representation 126 

of genomic data from low and middle-income countries (LMICs) was most concerning in these 127 

studies 6,19-21. Indeed, the impact of genome data is dependent on their quality, and the reliability and 128 

accuracy of such data may influence the global community’s ability to track the spread of variants in a 129 

timely manner. 130 

 131 

In this study, we aimed to investigate the global diversity of SARS-CoV-2 genomic surveillance and 132 

the global sequencing coverage of confirmed cases and public availability extent of genomes. In 133 

addition, we sought to map the global identification and spread of SARS-CoV-2 variants. This data 134 

can provide evidence to better inform policy on SARS-CoV-2 surveillance. 135 
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Methods 136 

Data sources and collection 137 

Through extracting country-specific data from multiple publicly available sources, we built three 138 

datasets of genomic surveillance, deposited genomic data in publicly repositories, and official 139 

aggregated genomic data as of 20 August 2021. 140 

 141 

Dataset of genomic surveillance 142 

Each country’s genomic surveillance strategy and sequencing availability was gathered from searches 143 

of the websites of regional WHO, the country’s Ministry of Health, CDC, local academic partners, 144 

and official news, supplemented by a literature search (appendix). Data extracted included the overall 145 

surveillance strategy, sequencing availability, target population, sampling method, diagnostic criteria, 146 

and sequenced volume. Given that the surveillance strategy and density may change with time, we 147 

only gathered information on the most recent surveillance strategy (as of 20 August 2021). 148 

 149 

Dataset of SARS-CoV-2 sequences in publicly repositories 150 

SARS-CoV-2 sequences along with related metadata file were downloaded from an online 151 

coronavirus analysis platform from the National Genomics Data Center (NGDC)22, where has merged 152 

and deduplicated sequences that deposited in GISAID23, GenBank24, National Genomics Data 153 

Center25, National Microbiology Data Center26, and China National GeneBank27. Detailed process of 154 

integration and deduplication was previously reported28. An acknowledgement table for those 155 

contributing to this work is available in the Appendix.  156 

 157 

Official aggregated dataset 158 

To gain additional insights regarding the public availability (sharing) extent of genomic data of 159 

SARS-CoV-2 variants, we extracted country-specific, variant-specific, and time-specific aggregated 160 

data on the number of SARS-CoV-2 variant cases from official websites, using the same sources as 161 

above, except for the literature source. The search was done by either directly locating to the official 162 

website for each country or indirectly searching in search engines (Google, Bing, Baidu) by using the 163 

terms “variant” and country name. To supplement the aggregated data of variants that we collected, 164 

we also downloaded the aggregated data with a valid denominator (namely, the number of isolates 165 

sequenced is reasonable) from the European Surveillance System (TESSy). The aggregated dataset 166 

included country name, date of report or collection, new or cumulative numbers of different SARS-167 

CoV-2 variant cases and total sequenced cases, as well as the new number of confirmed cases. 168 

COVID-19 epidemic data were derived from WHO29. Considering that the diagnostic criteria of 169 

SARS-CoV-2 variants varies in different countries, the general principle for collecting aggregated 170 
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data was to give priority to the results based on whole and partial genome sequencing instead of those 171 

based on a PCR assay. 172 

 173 

For countries noted by WHO as having had VOCs identified, but no data in publicly repositories, we 174 

collected the information about when VOC/VOCs were first detected from country’s Ministry of 175 

Health and official media news. The search of media news was also done in search engine queries 176 

(Google, Bing, Baidu) using combined terms “first” and “variant” and country name.  177 

 178 

All data were entered into a structured database by a trained team (co-authors). All recorded data were 179 

cross-checked by coauthors. Details of data sources and data completeness are shown in Appendix 180 

(Table S1-S2, S4-S5). 181 

 182 

Data analysis 183 

We used the variant naming system proposed by WHO, where four VOCs and five Variants of 184 

Interest (VOIs, included Eta, Iota, Kappa, Lambda, and Mu) had been designated as of 2 September 185 

20215. Our study focused on analyses on four VOCs in the 194 Member States of WHO. We did not 186 

integrate data from the overseas territories into that country’s data. Given most countries weekly 187 

released aggregated data of variant, most of our analyses were performed on a weekly basis. 188 

 189 

To characterize the global diversity of SARS-CoV-2 genomic surveillance, we classified the 190 

surveillance strategy of each country into three categories: 1) routine genomic surveillance; 2) limited 191 

routine genomic surveillance; and 3) no routine genomic surveillance. Routine genomic surveillance 192 

was defined as conducting nationwide genomic sequencing, coupled with at least 150 specimens per 193 

week or 10% of all samples sequenced30. The classification of most African countries was from a pre-194 

defined version from African CDC31, while other countries were subsequently defined according to 195 

the definition criteria (Table S3). As we could not identify information on the surveillance strategy for 196 

some countries through public sources, we also classified three extra categories according to the 197 

public availability/ability of genomic sequencing: 1) high availability; 2) moderate availability; and 3) 198 

low availability (Table S3).  199 

 200 

The process of data cleaning in publicly repositories and aggregated dataset is shown in the Appendix. 201 

For data that was reported in aggregate, when the date of sample collection was not available, we 202 

assumed a fixed three-week lag32 from sample collection to reporting unless other country-specific 203 

information was available to inform this extrapolation.  204 

 205 
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The sequencing coverage was inferred by using the percent of cumulative positives sequenced as a 206 

proxy, defined by the ratio of the number of isolates sequenced to the number of confirmed cases in 207 

the same unit of time. Given that not all sequences will be uploaded to genomic repositories, we 208 

analysed the public availability extent of genomic data by comparing the cumulative number of 209 

variants between public repositories and official aggregated datasets. Since the Alpha variant had a 210 

characteristic deletion of amino acids 69-70 in the SGTF that can be detected via a widely used PCR 211 

assay33, we performed this analysis across VOCs. 212 

 213 

We plotted the earliest time when the first VOC specimen was identified in each country. The earliest 214 

identification was defined by the earliest sampling time of sequences deposited in publicly 215 

repositories. If a VOC was identified by WHO but no corresponding sequence in publicly repositories 216 

for one country, we used the date collected from other sources. The sequences with sampling date 217 

earlier than the earliest sample identified in the United Kingdom (for Alpha), South Africa (for Beta), 218 

Brazil (for Gamma) and India (for Delta), respectively, were not used in analyses.  219 

 220 

We also described the global and regional prevalence trend of variants. The prevalence of variant was 221 

defined as the proportion of the variant number to the sequencing number in the same period. When 222 

multiple data sources were available for one country, the most abundant dataset was chosen. For 223 

example, if there was publicly available genomic data as well as an official aggregated dataset, the 224 

priority was given to the one with highest reported sequenced numbers in a specific week.  225 

 226 

Statistical significance was tested using the Chi-square test for comparing ratios of two groups, and 227 

differences were considered statistically significant at P-value < 0.05. All statistical analyses and 228 

visualizations were done using R (version 4.0.2). 229 

 230 

Results 231 

We classified genomic surveillance strategies for 105 countries, including 72.3% (34/47) of WHO-232 

defined Africa Region countries, 58.5% (31/53) of European Region countries, 61.9% (13/21) of 233 

countries in the Eastern Mediterranean Region, 31.4% (11/35) of countries in Americas Region, 37.0% 234 

(10/27) of countries in the Western Pacific Region, and 54.5% (6/11) of countries in the South East 235 

Asia Region (Table S4). We downloaded a total of 3.1 million deduplicated SARS-CoV-2 sequence 236 

samples from publicly repositories corresponding to samples collected between 1 December 2019 to 237 

20 August 2021 in 163 countries. Additionally, we collected official aggregated data of variants from 238 

55 countries, and extra data for the first identification of COVID-19 variants from 33 countries. 239 

 240 

The global diversity of SARS-CoV-2 genomic surveillance strategies and sequencing availability 241 
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We observed marked geographical heterogeneity in genomic surveillance of SARS-CoV-2 across 242 

countries. Globally, a total of 60.0% (63) countries had performed routine genomic surveillance, 26.7% 243 

(28) countries implemented limited routine genomic surveillance, 13.3% (14) countries had no routine 244 

genomic surveillance with the remaining countries (89) having no data on genomic surveillance 245 

strategy identified (Figure 1A). Surveillance diversity across various countries was also reflected in 246 

the context of target populations, sampling method, sequenced proportion, and diagnostic criteria 247 

(Table S4). Specifically, 32 countries randomly selected or used all confirmed cases with sufficient 248 

quality for sequencing, and 18 countries adopted PCR assay to screen or confirm variants. From the 249 

regional perspective, limited or no routine genomic surveillance was common in the Eastern 250 

Mediterranean (84.6%, 11/13) and Africa (61.8%, 21/34), followed by the South East Asia (50.0%, 251 

3/6), Americas (36.4%, 4/11), Western Pacific (20.0%, 2/10), and Europe (3.2%, 1/31) (Figure 1A). 252 

However, among the 167 Member States with data accessible, the availability of SARS-CoV-2 253 

sequences was high in 79 countries, moderate in 80 countries, and low in 8 countries (Figure 1B).  254 

 255 

Sequencing coverage of SARS-CoV-2 confirmed cases 256 

The global volume of genomic data gradually increased over time until April 2021 (Figure 1C). The 257 

European (59.4%) and Americas (33.2%) Regions uploaded the most sequences to public repositories, 258 

with marked intra-region heterogeneity across countries, with a range from 3 (Saint Kitts and Nevis) 259 

to 847,000 (United States) as of 20 August 2021 (Figure 1D).  260 

 261 

Since September 2020, no more than 3.5% of global confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infections were 262 

sequenced. In any week, the Africa, South East Asia and Eastern Mediterranean Regions (Figure 1E) 263 

sequenced no more than 1.2% of cases. At the end of May 2021(start of Delta widely spreading), 264 

Europe had the highest sequenced proportion of 9.3%, followed by Western Pacific (2.1%), Americas 265 

(1.4%), Africa (1.0%), South-East Asia (0.1%), and Eastern Mediterranean (0.07%) (Figure 1E). At 266 

the country-level, higher rates of sequencing were observed in Iceland, New Zealand, Australia, 267 

Denmark, Luxembourg, Finland, United Kingdom, and Norway, all of which had at least 10% 268 

reported infections sequenced as of 20 August 2021. In addition, almost all countries in the Africa and 269 

Eastern Mediterranean had sequenced less than 2.5% of confirmed infections, except for Gambia 270 

(6.6%) and Mauritius (3.5%) (Figure 1F).  271 

 272 

Public availability extent of SARS-CoV-2 variant sequences 273 

The public availability extent of SARS-CoV-2 genomic data varied across variants and countries. 274 

Overall, among countries with aggregated data on the number of variant infections, less than half of 275 

sequences of Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and Delta were publicly available in 45.3% (24/53), 27.9% 276 

(12/43), 33.3% (11/33), and 52.3% (23/44) countries, respectively (Figure 2). However, the result for 277 
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Alpha might be influenced by SGTF detected via PCR. The public availability extent of Delta variants 278 

across countries ranged from 0.0% (Cyprus, Hungary, Iceland, Laos) to 92.9% (Denmark). At the 279 

country level, low sharing proportions (less than 50%) across all VOCs was found in several countries, 280 

including Austria, Cyprus, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Philippines, Thailand and Senegal. For example, 281 

the sharing proportion of Alpha, Beta, and Delta in Thailand was 5.2%, 13.6%, and 2.0%, 282 

respectively, which indicated more than 85.0% genomic data of variants were not uploaded.  283 

 284 

Moreover, incomplete metadata attached to GISAID sequences was common globally, with about two 285 

thirds of sequences missing demographic information (age and sex), and more than 95% of that 286 

missing clinical information (e.g., symptom history, clinical outcome, and vaccination status) (Table 287 

S5). We found that high-income regions tend to have lower information completeness (P < 0.0001, 288 

Chi-square test), especially in the European Region, where less than 25.0% and 3.0% of sequences 289 

had demographic and clinical information, respectively. Besides, 92.8% sequences were reported by 290 

subnational geographies, with a low proportion in Western Pacific (52.0%) and Eastern 291 

Mediterranean (76.9%). 292 

 293 

Earliest identification of SARS-CoV-2 variants across regions 294 

Alpha was first identified in the Europe, then in Americas and South-East Asia in September-October 295 

2020, followed by spread to Eastern Mediterranean, Africa, and Western Pacific in November 2020 296 

(Figure 3A). The earliest publicly available sequenced Beta infection was sampled in Africa in May 297 

2020, and subsequently identified in other regions (Figure 3B). Gamma variant detection remained 298 

spatially constrained after it was first identified in Brazil (Figure 3C). After the first identification of 299 

Delta in October 2020 in South-East Asia, global spread occurred after January 2021 (Figure 3D).  300 

 301 

Global and regional spread of SARS-CoV-2 variants 302 

The number of new VOC cases dramatically increased until April 2021, with a peak weekly value of 303 

about 100,000 VOC cases sequenced in which most of them were Alpha variants (Figure 5A). 304 

Subsequently, another peak of weekly new VOC case occurred in July 2021, but with a large amount 305 

of Delta variants. The number of VOC cases may be an underestimate for the most recent weeks due 306 

to a collection-to-report time delay. Notably, this increase was also accompanied by the increase in 307 

the volume of new sequenced cases and new COVID-19 confirmed cases.  308 

 309 

The global prevalence of reference (non-variant) strains fell into a low level of 0.6% in the period of 310 

Jul-Aug 2021, compared with 13.4% of that in 2020 (Figure 4). Globally, the COVID-19 pandemic 311 

was driven by the circulation of Alpha at the start of 2021, with an average prevalence of 50.6% in the 312 

first quarter of 2021. Alpha variants continued to outcompete other strains in the second quarter of 313 
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2021, accounting for 60.0% of the contemporary lineages (Figure 4). However, the rapid global rise 314 

of the Delta variant began in May 2021, reaching a global prevalence of nearly 96.6% at the end of 315 

July 2021 (Figure 5B). In contrast, Beta and Gamma variants remained at low prevalence (Figure 4). 316 

Additionally, the shifting of predominant variants from Alpha to Delta first occurred in South-East 317 

Asia where the proportion of Delta exceeded 60.0% in April 2021 (Figure 5J). 318 
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Discussion 319 

Our study characterized the global diversity of genomic surveillance strategies and sequencing 320 

availability, sequenced coverage of SARS-CoV-2 cases, public availability extent of variant 321 

sequences, as well as current epidemic situation of SARS-CoV-2 variants. We found that genomic 322 

surveillance strategies were globally heterogenous, with limited or no routine surveillance among 323 

many countries in the Africa and Eastern Mediterranean Regions. Our analysis of publicly deposited 324 

SARS-CoV-2 sequences implied that the sequenced coverage is low in most countries, with a low 325 

proportion of VOCs sequences shared to public repositories. The pervasive spread of Alpha and Delta 326 

variants further highlights the threat of SARS-CoV-2 mutations despite the availability of vaccines in 327 

many countries. Overall, we describe the pandemic dynamics shaped by VOCs and call for more 328 

work on defining the ideal sampling schemes for different purposes (e.g., identifying new variants) 329 

with an additional call to share these data in public repositories to allow for further rapid scientific 330 

discovery. 331 

 332 

The diversity of SARS-CoV-2 genomic surveillance between countries is associated with country-333 

specific priorities (e.g., surveillance objectives, targeted monitoring, or event-/risk-based sequencing) 334 

and available resources. ECDC recommends population-based and/or targeted sampling strategies 335 

(e.g., imported cases, cluster cases, and potential vaccine escapers) for genomic surveillance, which 336 

could provide a more representative estimate of the relative prevalence of variants. Notably, several 337 

countries, many of which are classified as low- or lower middle-income countries by the World Bank, 338 

lack genomic surveillance data, likely due to limitations in infrastructure capacity and resources. 339 

However, even some countries classified as high-income, have suffered from a slow and inconsistent 340 

process of adopting genomics-based surveillance34. Establishment of reference laboratories and 341 

networks to provide sequencing services for countries without established sequencing capacity may 342 

enable improved detection and tracking of emerging variants worldwide. 343 

 344 

The detection of most variants relies on the full-length or partial genomic sequencing, but the 345 

sequences only become available for the global community when the laboratories have established 346 

sequencing capacity, willing to share, and legally allowed to upload them. The discrepancies in 347 

sharing was observed in each region, which confirmed that some countries are sequencing but are not 348 

uploading. However, our study observed a sharing extent of exceed 100% exists in some countries, 349 

likely due to delays in the official reporting of sequencing results, or the incomplete official reporting 350 

system. The timely sharing of those enables to adequately contextualize local data when looking at 351 

introductions and examine transmission routes, as well as to look for sites of repeated mutations that 352 

can guide laboratory work on characterizing those mutations effects on therapeutics and vaccine 353 
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efficacy. The underlying reasons why some countries didn’t share might be related with the distrust 354 

for publicly repositories in the concept of data security.  355 

 356 

We found relatively low completeness of demographic and clinical characteristics in metadata 357 

accompanying uploaded sequences. Our analysis revealed that high-income countries frequently did 358 

not share demographic information. A possible reason for this is that these regions may having more 359 

restrictive data privacy/laws preventing/discouraging the release of this information. Genomic data 360 

coupled with those additional data can maximize the utility of genomic sequences in rapid scientific 361 

discovery during this pandemic, which are valuable for in-depth epidemiological analyses to 362 

characterize risk factors, clinical severity, and other public health risk of variants35-37. Therefore, it’s 363 

vital to optimize the sharing of information in a secure and trusted channel in the context of protect 364 

patient anonymity and in accordance of local regulations38. In addition, decreasing the lag between 365 

sample collection to deposition of these sequences39,  including the timely sharing and standardizing 366 

of metadata 18,30,35, may facilitate the design and development of treatment and prevention strategies 367 

by policy-makers40. 368 

 369 

An important role of genomic surveillance is to investigate the spread and dynamics of SARS-CoV-2 370 

variants. Amidst the emergence of different variants, the current dominance of the Delta variant 371 

suggests that it may possess higher fitness than other variants, which might be associated with a 372 

combination of higher virus load, and shorter incubation period and serial intervals41-43. The decrease 373 

in real-world vaccine effectiveness against Beta variants11 and increasing breakthrough cases with 374 

Delta variants44 underlines the importance of determining the local or regional patterns of variant 375 

spread, including the need to develop new or modified vaccines to achieve adequate protection45. 376 

 377 

Our results should be interpreted in view of several limitations. First, the lack of data from some 378 

countries limited our global mapping. The data completeness and quality could be impacted by key 379 

steps in the surveillance or reporting, including differences in diagnostic criteria, under-reporting, 380 

delayed reporting, and reporting methods. The inconsistent diagnostic criteria of variants might cause 381 

sampling bias, especially when adopting PCR assay to detect Alpha variant owing to its non-382 

specificity46. We did an extensive search to collect multi-source data and chose the aggregated data 383 

with a priority to sequencing results rather than PCR-screening results. Second, the analysis of global 384 

and national spread could be biased as data from public repositories or aggregated dataset are not 385 

always representative of the variants circulating in the regions, especially for the regions with 386 

relatively limited sequencing capacity or with investigating outbreak-based events. Therefore, the 387 

global prevalence of variants may be biased due to the uneven sequencing across the regions. Indeed, 388 

it’s difficult to obtain a truly representative and random sample, and how to understand these biases 389 

will become important36. Lastly, the detailed demographical, epidemiological and clinical information 390 
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about variant cases cannot be accessed, which limited our further epidemiological analysis about 391 

variant spread. 392 

 393 

In conclusion, our study provides a landscape for genomic surveillance, the global coverage of 394 

sequencing and public availability of sequences, as well as the evidence for rapid spread of SARS-395 

CoV-2 variants. Our findings suggest that global SARS-CoV-2 genomic surveillance strategies and 396 

capacity are diverse, and may be limited in some regions, especially in the context of the global 397 

spread and dominance of variants of concern. The gap still exists in sequencing availability and 398 

magnitude, therefore international efforts are needed to address some genomic bottleneck, such as 399 

lack of tracking representative samples, lack of sequencing capacity, strict regulations about data 400 

sharing, and lack of funding 46,47.401 
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Figure legends 432 

Fig 1. Global SARS-CoV-2 genomic surveillance, sequencing availability, and publicly deposited 433 

genomic data.  434 

(A) The global distribution of three strategies of SARS-CoV-2 genomic surveillance. (B) The global 435 

availability of SARS-CoV-2 sequencing, countries with a high level of availability represent the 436 

ability to perform in-country SARS-CoV-2 sequencing alone. (C) The weekly number of publicly 437 

deposited SARS-CoV-2 genomic data by region. (D) Cumulative number of publicly deposited 438 

SARS-CoV-2 genomic data by countries as of 20 August 2021. (E) The weekly proportion of 439 

infections sequenced by region. (F) Cumulative proportion of infections sequenced by countries as of 440 

20 August 2021, defined as the proportion of cumulative isolates sequences to the cumulative 441 

confirmed cases. The number of sequences for the most recent weeks might be incomplete due to a 442 

time delay between collecting specimens and sequencing submission. Data unavailable, includes 443 

those locations that not belonged to 194 Member States or had not applicable data.  444 

 445 

Fig 2. The public availability extent of SARS-CoV-2 genomic data to publicly repositories by 446 

country and the variants of concern.  447 

The public availability extent was defined as the ratio of the cumulative number of variants in 448 

publicly repositories to the official reported number of variants within the same period. The ratio of 449 

exceed 100% in some countries might be due to the delay in the official report of the sequencing 450 

results or the incomplete official reporting system. In view of the availability of official data, the 451 

cumulative number of variants in different countries corresponds to different time periods, with 452 

detailed information in Table S6. Sequence without date of specimen collection in publicly 453 

repositories is not included in our analysis. The variant data for China only includes cases reported by 454 

mainland China. The officially reported number of Alpha variants might contain those confirmed by 455 

the PCR screen assay. The values beneath the country names show numbers of cumulative variant as 456 

of one specific week: variants in publicly repositories/official reported variants. 457 

 458 

Fig 3. The earliest identification of Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and Delta variant in each country.  459 

If information about the earliest sampling date was unavailable but that of the earliest reporting date 460 

was available, we extrapolated the sampling date by using a fixed three-week lag from sample 461 

collection to reporting. Countries with darker red indicate earlier samples, and with darker blue refers 462 

to later samples. The white areas represent countries with variants unreported or data unavailable.  463 

 464 

Fig 4. The prevalence and temporal dynamics of reference strains and four SARS-CoV-2 VOCs 465 

by country.  466 
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The date presented in the top refers to the range of date of specimen collection. The prevalence was 467 

defined as the proportion of the strain number (reference strains or variants) to the total number of 468 

sequences generated in the same unit of time. Reference strains includes lineage A, A.1, B, and B.1; 469 

the sub-lineages of four VOCs are aggregated with the parent lineages. The grey areas represent 470 

countries with no COVID-19 epidemic, or no performing sequencing, or no uploading genomic data 471 

to publicly repositories. 472 

 473 

Fig 5. The number and proportion of SARS-CoV-2 variants by region and time.  474 

The line and point in the left figure correspond to the y-axis on the right. The sub-lineages of four 475 

VOCs are aggregated with the parent lineages; designated Variants of Interest (VOIs) included 476 

lineage B.1.525, B.1.526, B.1.617.1, C.37, B.1.621 and their sub-lineages; other lineages included 477 

reference strains and other variants. Data used here are derived from the publicly repositories and 478 

aggregated dataset, with priority given to the one with highest sequenced numbers in a specific week.479 
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